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Pg Sector Description 

3 BORU20160407001 Russian producer of power inverters seeks distributors in EU countries 

4 BORU20160204001 Russian producer of wood biofuel seeks agents or distributors 

5 BORU20160128001 A Russian IT company specialising in the development of software with a flexible setting which 

allows to automate the dispatch and registration for taxi businesses, is looking for partners 

abroad to conclude commercial agency and license agreements. 

 
6 BORU20160607002 Russian producer of soft stuffed toys and kids’ knitwear seeks distributors 

7 BORU20160201002 Russian manufacture of oil-field equipment seeks agents and distributors 

8 BORU20160404006 Russian producer of precision electrochemical machines seeks distributors 

9 BORU20151123001 Russian company specializing in production of eco conditioning systems is looking 

for distributors 

10 BORU20151206001 Russian producer of non-autoclaved aerated concrete and dry pore-forming mixture seeks the 

partners under distribution services agreement, manufacturing agreement or joint venture 

agreement 

11 BORU20151206002 Russian producer of high-voltage cables and wires seeks distributors 

12 TORU20151201003 Technologies for production basalt fibers and materials based on basalt plastic composites. 

 

13 BORU20151201009 A Russian SME a producer of light overhead monorail transportation system is looking for the 

partners under the distribution services agreement, manufacturing agreement or joint venture 

agreement. 

14 BORU20160601003 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Russian manufacturer of functional food cocktails developed by nutritionists seeks distributors 

 

Looking to import: 

Pg Sector Description 

15 BRRU20160126001 A Russian distributer is looking for suppliers of grocery and confectionery under the distibution 

services agreement. 

16 BRRU20160126003 A Russian manufacturer of medical equipment distributor is looking for the suppliers under a 

distribution services agreement 

17 BRRU20160118001 A Russian company specializes in sinking of water-supply wells and is looking 

manufacturer of drilling equipments and drilling rigs for distribution services 

agreement. 

18 BRRU20151207001 A Russian producer of confectionery is looking for partners for the purchase of raw materials 

under a manufacturing agreement. 

19 BRRU20160530001 Partners sought to implement a multilayer parking building project in Russia 

20 BRRU20160516001 Russian distributor seeks teaching material and methodology developer 
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BORU20160407001 
 

 

Company Profile 
A Russian company specialised in production of SiC (silicon carbide) power inverters offers a business-

partnership to a partner abroad under a distribution services agreement. 

Products 
 

The Russian company from the Republic of Mordovia was established in 1996 as a small business 

enterprise. Since that time the company has been specializing in power inventors production. Nowadays 

the company has the access to the production and testing laboratories and production site, has highly 

qualified and professional personnel with experience in creating peripheral devices for "smart" energy 

conversion and utilization. These devices are used in the situations of: no centralized power supply; 

electricity shortages; insufficient electric power supply; utilization of renewable energy sources (solar 

panels and wind turbines); accumulation of energy from independent sources (petrol -/diesel -/gas 

generators), to reduce noise and increase the generator lifespan. 

Power invertors are supplied with in-built income overload safeguards to protect connected electric 

devices. This implies that outcome voltage is gradually decreased (in the situation of power overload) 

but is normalized by the invertor to protect the device and at the same time ensure its functionality. This 

mode provides power outcome that equals the invertor nominal power capacity with any start current. In 

case of a short current, the invertor turnes into current stabilization mode and its power outcome 

becomes to protect the connected devices and wiring. 

The invertors have low power consumption mode which means that the device is switched off in case of 

income power in lower than a few watts. The device is automatically switched on every 15 seconds to 

check the income power load, if it is sufficient the invertor switches back into normal mode, if not - it 

stays turned off. The SiC-based products and systems are used in special vehicles of ministry of 

emergency situations, ministry of internal affairs, coast guards, laboratories, ambulances, maintenance 

crews, etc.  

 

Advantages and Innovations 
The key advantages of the company are: 

- own full-cycle production facility (the company produces both accessories and products on its own 

premises); 

- low production cost due to fully-automated assembly line; 

- low product price due to accessories local production and supply; 

- environment-friendly products (no radiation, no waste, insignificant heat outcome); 

 

2). SiC (silicon carbide) devices in the component base significantly improve product performance, 

efficiency, reliability and radically reduce the weight and dimensions of the device. The quality of 

silicon carbide (SiC) is characterized by high hardness, mechanical strength and radiation resistance. 

 

3). SiC-based devices can operate at frequencies up to 100 MHz and higher in comparison with typical 

5-10 MHz for a pure silicon device, thereby it is possible to substantially reduce the size of the inductive 

elements of the inverter. 

 

4). Due to the high performance SiC devices in the inverter, the total number of components is reduced, 

which also help to minimize the product size; 

The stable operational temperature of SiC-based device avarages at 100 degrees of Celcius which is a 

natural condition of SiC. This alows:  

- to reduce the risk of overheating,  

- to utilize a passive radiator, while silicon chip would require an air-blowing fan. 

 

Business Offer 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 The company is interested in finding 

partners with a recorded experience in 

electricity-related production sale to 

represent the company and sell the 

product on the company's behalf to 

appropriate clients. The partner is 

expected to purchase the product and 

then sell it on the EU market within 

distribution services agreement to 

clients who use solar, wind or water 

energy sources (i.e. private households, 

solar plants, etc.). 
 

 
 
 

Company Information 

 

    
 Industry SME  <= 10 

 
 Year established:  2014 

 
 Language spoken: English 

 
 Sector: Intelligent Energy 
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       BORU20160204001      
 

 

Company Profile 
 
A Russian manufacturer of grey and white wood pellets and briquettes is looking for partners 

predominantly in EU to conclude distribution services or commercial agency agreements. 
 
 

Products 
The Russian company from Udmurt Republic is specializing in production and sales of wood briquettes 

and pellets is looking for organizations interested in establishment of co-production and marketing from 

other countries and regions. The company was founded in 2015. Biofuel of this kind has high ecological 

compatibility. The company has several production sites. Today the volume of industrial(gray) pellets is 

more than 3,000 tons per month, din plus(white) (german industrial standard) more than 2,000 tons, 

briquettes - about 200 tons. Briquettes output can be increased within a month to 2,000 tons. Pellets output 

increase up to 10,000 tons per month is also planned before the year-end. Now the package is "big bag", 

and includes 15 kg bags, diameter can be 6 or 8 mm. In 2015 plant for production of PiniKay briquettes 

was also built. The company has its own raw material base and production sites, and thus a creation of a 

co-production is considered.  

 

 

Advantages and Innovations 
- The main advantage of the company’s production - biological fuel - is its environmental compatibility.  

- Moisture content 6 – 8%. 

- Ash content up to 0,5%. 

- Calorific value 19 MJ. 

- Bulk density 680 – 720 kg/m3.  

- Particle size smaller than 2,0 mm 97 – 98%. 

- Raw materials: waste wood of coniferous and broadleaved species, cuttings, offcut, straw, peelings. 

- Manufactuning steps: raw material crushing, drying, dumpening, granulation, cooling, packing. 

 

 

 

Business Offer 
 

 

 
Russian SME is planned to conclude 

commercial agency agreement and 

distribution services agreement followed 

by expansion of the retail/wholesale 

network with the partners from the 

wholesale or energy consumption sector. 

Within the frames of commercial agency 

agreement the company is planned to 

create a trade commissioners network, 

who will present the products at the 

international market. Under distribution 

services agreement the company is 

planned to sale products to partner fo 

further distribution at the market. The 

company is going to delivery products by 

railway transport, DHL, own transport 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Company Information 

 

    

 
 Industry SME 50-249 

 
 Year established: 2015 

 
 Language spoken: English 

 

 Sector:   Energy 
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  BORU20160128001        
 

 

Company Profile 
 
A Russian IT company specialising in the development of software with a flexible setting which allows to 

automate the dispatch and registration for taxi businesses, is looking for partners abroad to conclude 

commercial agency and license agreements. 
 
 

Products 
The company from Izhevsk region is established in 2003 and specializes in production of software for 

automation of dispatch taxis and taxi companies.  

The company develops the following software: 

- an integrated automation system of taxi service. This solution enabled many dispatch services all over 

Russia and CIS to reject from paper log keeping and to pass to high rate and quality of service. 

- Internet-window system which includes the whole set of equipment required for successful operation of 

dispatch and private taxi. The system will assist to purchase a suitable taxometer model, special 

equipment for telephony, checks and many others. 

- Information resource law on taxi - it is created to provide the required information to all interested in the 

information in the sphere of legislation and legal changes in taxi area. All the latest news on adoption and 

implementation of federal and regional laws are daily published on the website. Users may also see the 

legal map, share the opinion and discuss news. 

- Intellectual property service is launched in response to the adoption of the law on taxi imposing new 

responsibility on the taxi driver - the obligation to pay the taxes. Using this website the taxi drivers will be 

able to fill in all the documents required for tax and bookkeeping reports automatically. 

 

 

Advantages and Innovations 
The company participates in regional all-Russian events sponsored by NTC (national taxi council). Now 

the company has over 2,000 customers in Russia and neighbouring countries (Kazakhstan, Kirghizia, 

Ukraine and Azerbaijan). 

The software developed by the company enables: 

- to track the drivers’ movement that excludes simple and idle running; 

- the special application for drivers will exclude using of radiostations; 

- minimum bookkeeping; 

- fast order processing; 

- fast communications with drivers and customers. 

- The software can be implemented on any language. 

- The software registration is not need. 

- Technical support twenty four hour in English and Russian languages means the client can ask any 

question about using the software with help of phone call or website.  

- Demo version.  

- Free upgrading for the software.  

- SMS-report about taxi ride cost.  

- SMS-order possibility.  

- Adaptive interface (the interface is changing in depends of client's language).  

- Possibility of using an Ingit maps, city guide and Polish format maps.  

- Telephony bases on Asterisk and Oktell. 

 

 

 

 

Technology Offer 
 

 
 
 Selected types of cooperation are 

commercial agency agreement and 

license agreement. Under 

commercial agency agreement the 

company expects to create a network 

of agents from IT sector who will 

present the company’s products in 

the federal and international markets. 

Under license agreement the 

company expects to sell the licenses 

on using the software to the 

interested persons from the ICT or 

transport sector. The expected result 

is the market expansion. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Company Information 

 

    

 

 
 Industry SME  50-249 

 
 Year established: 2003 

 
 Language spoken: English 

 
Sector:   ICT Industry and 

Services  
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  BORU20160607002   
 

 

Company Profile 
 
A Russian company specialised in the production of anti-stress and soft toys from world famous cartoons 

and kids’ knitted products is looking for European partners in the framework of a distribution services 

agreement. 

Products 
The Russian company from Smolensk specializes in the production of soft toys. This is one of the largest 

toy factories in Russia that has been successfully operating since 1997. High quality, safety, original 

design – these are distinctive features of the company’s products. 

Currently the product range of the company exceeds 600 items: soft stuffed toys; souvenirs; educational 

toys;  rocking toys; character clothes; soft children furniture; anti-stress toys; toys under the 

company brand name; the licensed product lines of toys and souvenirs themed on such popular animated 

movies are well-known in Russia and all over the world; children’s knitwear (a wide range of shirts, 

crawlers, creepers, hats, socks in sizes from 0 to 3 years that come in a variety of colors); 

The high quality raw materials used in production measure up to international standards and are totally 

safe. All products are certified in accordance with GOST and ISO 9001:2008. The company products are 

marketed in 83 regions of the RF and in the CIS. The up-to-date technological equipment is used in the 

production process. The new automated fabric cutting line ensures 100% quality operation, the stuffing 

process is also fully automated and allows to smoothly distribute the staffing inside a toy making it light 

and fluffy. 

The company is a frequent participant of Russian and international specialized exhibitions, and has been 

awarded numerous diplomas and awards for the high quality children’s products: 

• Golden medals and grand prix of the international exhibition “igrushki i igry” (toys and 

games) in the nomination “the best products for kids” in 2007-2015, Moscow 

• First place diplomas for the best consumption quality awarded by the “international 

exhibition of products for kids and teenagers – mir detstva” (world of childhood) in 2008-2016, Moscow. 

• Diplomas in the competition “100 top Russian products” in 2008, 2010. 

• a laureate of the national award for the best children product “golden teddy bear” in the 

nomination “the best licensed product”, 2016 

• Quality Trademark “The best for Children” (a voluntary program for quality certification of 

children’s products) 

Advantages and Innovations 
- All products are certified in accordance with GOST and requirements of the Eurasian Economic 

Community Customs Union; 

- only ecologically friendly materials (textiles, artificial fur, thermal transfer paper, ink, expanded 

polystyrene) that conform to the European quality standards are used in the production process; 

- a multi-level technical control at all stages of the production: making-up of the sample and verification 

of its compliance to the original sketch; control of the trial lot production and verification of its 

compliance to the original sketch is done by senior designer, marketing department and quality control 

department; verification of the compliance of the finished product to the original sketch is done by the 

quality control department; 

- all toys are assesed by psychologists and educational experts; 

- the licensed product lines of well-known brands from popular animated cartoons. One product line that 

is becoming extremely popular in Europe is themed on the story of friendship between the girl and the 

bear. 

 
.  

 

Business Offer 
 

 

 
 The company is interested in finding 

European partners from the toys, 

children’s souvenirs and knitwear 

sectors for the manufacture of 

children’s products to conclude 

thedistribution services agreement. 

Within the framework of this 

cooperation the company is ready to 

customize and produce any of the 

above-mentioned product ranges at 

the partner’s request with the aim to 

distribute it on the partner's side. The 

company is also interested in signing 

the distribution services agreement 

with potential partners that have TV 

distribution rights for the animated 

films and cartoons to sell the 

products line in Europe.  
 
 
 
 

 
Company Information 

 

    

 

 
 Industry SME 50-249 

 
 Year established:  1997 

 
 Language spoken: English 

 

 Sector:   Textile and Fashion 
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  BORU20160201002  
 

 
 
 

Company Profile 
 
A Russian company which produces shutoff and control valves for oil-field equipment is looking for 

partners in EU countries under a commercial agency or distribution services agreement.  
 

Products 
 
The Russian company from Izhevsk, produces oil-field equipment since 2009.  

The main activity of the company is the production of shutoff and control reinforcement particularly disk 

valves and chock disk valves for high pressure 14 - 35 MPa, with the inside diameter of 50, 65, 80, 100 

mm. 

The connecting dimensions of the valves disk valves and chock disk valves comply with RD 26-16-40-89 

or to GOST 28919-91. The company produces throttles adjustable steplessly, seals of an oil-well pump, 

high-pressure plunger pumps, plug valves, sets of counterflanges, fittings, wellhead equipment. 

At the production facilities there are up-to-date high precision machines with CNC (Computerized and 

Numerically Controlled). The production facilities of the company are rated at production of more than 

1,000 full-opening and choke valves per month. Every year the company participates in Saint Petersburg 

international energy forum. Gate valves made of corrosion-resistant design. The matter of closure member 

is steel 40*30. Limited temperature range is from +45°С to -60°С. 

The main consumers are petroleum and gas refinery and different chemical production. 

Advantages and Innovations 
The advantages of disk gate valves and chock disk valves against the valves of other types: 

- using of rolled iron for production of body parts ensures higher quality as compared to casting and 

forming; 

- no weldments; 

- no free space in internal gate cavity prevents water and dust from accumulation; the valve drive unit is 

securely protected against penetrating of working environment; 

- the product ensures safe operation within the whole temperature range and requires no warming-up; 

- small dimensions. 

The advantages of the throttle adjustable steplessly against the existing throttles and chock disk valves: 

- the construction is a block valve enabling to mount into the tube pipe instead of any shutoff element. 

The connecting dimensions comply with RD 26-16-40 or GOST 28919 (similarly chock disk valves, disk 

gate valves).  

- Operation mode is smoothly changed enabling close channel closing. 

- The nominal diameter of choke restriction is 1.7 mm - 18 mm. 

- The shutoff and control element is a hard-alloy ball; rolling in the flow of the controlled fluid it is not 

exposed to flushing. 

- The actuating force of the throttle does not exceed the actuating force of household water tap. 

- The inside diameter of throttling is marked on the spindle scale. 

 

 

Business Offer 
 

 

 
 The Russian SME is looking for the 

partners from the oil and valves 

sector to increase sales of products 

within the distribution services 

agreement and commercial agency 

agreement. Under the distribution 

services agreement the company 

expects to sale its products to the 

partner for further market 

distribution. Under the commercial 

agency agreement the company 

expects to create a network of agents 

who will represent the company’s 

products to the international markets. 

The expected result - expansion of 

retail/ wholesale network. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Company Information 

 

    

 

 
 Industry SME 50-249 

 
 Year established: 2009 

 
 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:   
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  BORU20160404006 
 

 
 

Company Profile 
A Russian company which produces hi-tech electrochemical equipment offers a wide range of universal 

and special machines for precision parts processing and deburring, which can be used in different spheres 

of industry. They are looking for dealers abroad to conclude distribution services agreements. 

Products 
 
The Russian company from Republic of Bashkortostan produces precision environmentally friendly 

electrochemical machines for production of parts of a wide range of metals, alloys, cement and 

nanoconstructive materials and is the full member of the association of machine tool production. The 

machines are used in many different industries, both in Russia and abroad. The company mass-produces 

universal electrochemical machines which are designed to precise electrochemical processing of the parts 

from tool steels, titanium, nickel, copper, cement, hard alloys, magnets, nanoconstructive alloys and etc., 

electrochemical models designed for deburring and rounding of sharp edges on parts from different steels 

and alloys. 

Depending on specialization, machines of this range can be equally effectively applied both in small-scale 

production –tool making (shaping equipment: punches, matrixes, etc.) and in mass production (blades of 

gas turbine engines, disposable medical instruments and others). The machines are able to work under the 

algorithms relevant to the most common at present technological schemes: highly productive 

electrochemical processing with constant supply of direct current; pulse-cycle scheme; pulse 

electrochemical processing by vibrating electrode tool; original technology precise micropulse bipolar 

electrochemical processing. 

At present the company’s goal is to increase its sales market, foreign market share and sales.  

Advantages and Innovations 
 
1. A large Russian producer of electrochemical machines for precision parts processing from metals and 

alloys. Corporate authors of the company have more than 30 years of experience in the field of 

electrochemistry. For this time created 12 serial models of electrochemical machines, mastered and 

implemented more than one hundred of technological processes in Russia and abroad. 7 monographies, 

about 300 articles were published and more than 100 patents for inventions were received. The production 

area in Ufa is characterized by multifarious project and production infrastructure and supplied with all 

necessary machining techniques, software and measuring devices. 

2. Production area output is 50 machines per year. 

3. Infrastructure of the central production area includes the following elements: 

- Design department (mechanical and hydraulic engineering, electrical technology, software tools and 

control systems subdivisions). 

- Two processing lines for machines manufacturing, installation and testing. 

- Original electronic modules assembly and setting site. 

- Measuring laboratory, equipped with six- coordinate measuring machine, Taylor Hubson 

microprofilometer, olympus metallographic microscope, electron microscope and other machines and 

devices. 

- Electrochemical analysis laboratory. 

- Industrial engineering department, equipped with an electro-discharge machine, engraving machine, 

ultrasonic and glass powder treatment machines. 

- After-sales service department. 

4. All types of software design, measuring and development are performed with the application of such 

licensed program products as: inventor; Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Professional; Keil uVision 4. 

 

 

Business Offer 
 
 
 
 The company is looking for partners 

who has a good connection with 

engineering sector, who can promote 

the product in their countries under 

distribution services agreement. The 

partners may be foreign trade and 

engineering companies. The role of a 

partner is to represent of interests of 

the Russian company, selling 

company’s production to customer 

under the distribution services 

agreements. 

 
 
 
 
 
Company Information 

 

 

 

    
 Industry SME 11-49 

 
 Year established: 2012 

 
 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:   Automotive, Transport 

and Logistics 
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  BORU20151123001  

 
Company Profile 
 
A Russian company’s specializing in production of eco conditioning systems is looking for 

distributors. 

 

Products 
 
The Russian company from Perm region was established in 2000. For over 15 years the 

company has been developing and manufacturing energy efficient air cooling equipment of 

new generation: eco-friendly and cost effective equipment which guarantees maximum effect at 

the lowest power consumption. It’s air conditioning unit, which normalizes indoor air humidity 

and at the same time it is ventilation system. The conditioning system of the company is more 

efficient as the Freon conditioning system. These air conditioning systems are ideally suit for 

cooling systems for shopping centers, business centers, airports and station buildings, buildings 

with centralized air conditioning, all types of public buildings.  

The company is looking for distributors for distribution services agreement. Any sizes of 

consignment are discussed. The expected result from cooperation is to widen of customer base, 

trade channels and to entry into a new markets abroad. 

 

Advantages and Innovations 
The company offers an air cooling system where potable quality water is used as the main 

refrigerant. Freon-free. No need for a compressor. Main element of equipment is TIO (titanium 

oxide) plate heat exchanger based on adiabatic principle of regenerative indirect water 

evaporation, where warm air without additional humidification gives its heat to the plates and is 

cooling due to natural evaporation of water, which these plates are impregnated with. This 

method does not require additional power-consuming equipment, whereas absence of moving 

parts enhances structural reliability by many times. The most efficient air cooling method is a 

heat exchanger where a part of the air cooled in it is used as an auxiliary counter flow to 

evaporate water in the moist channels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Business Offer 
 
 
 
 
 

 The Russian company 

from Perm region is looking for 

partners under distribution 

services agreement.  

 

 Russian company is 

ready to be a distributor of its 

own equipment and is ready to 

carry out delivery by different 

ways in foreign countries.  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Company Information 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    
 Industry SME 11-49 

 
 Year established: 2012 

 
 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:   Intelligent Energy 
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   BORU20151206001   
 

 
 

Company Profile 
 
Russian company from Moscow manufactures the equipment for the production of non-autoclaved 

aerated concrete (NAC) with waterproof and frost resistance thanks to its structure with closed cells, as 

well as dry multicomponent pore-forming mixture, and the building products, such as blocks, slabs, walls 

used in the construction of residential and industrial buildings. The company is looking for partnership for 

distribution services agreement, manufacturing agreement or joint venture agreement. 

 Products 
The company founded in Moscow in 2003 is focusing to the research in the field of new building and 

construction materials. The company is a member of the innovative Skolkovo Foundation and employs 

Ph.D scientists from Russia and other countries, which are participated in many international competitions 

(GenerationS, FP7, et al.). One of the latest scientific discoveries is a proprietary dry pore-forming 

multicomponent mixture for the production of non-autoclaved aerated concrete (NAC) with high 

waterproof and frost resistance performance due to unique structure with closed cells.  

NAC is a high-quality building material, which may be used for making foundation, walls, wall slabs, 

warm flooring and roofing etc. Blocks and slabs from NAC can be used in almost all areas of 

construction: residential, industrial and agricultural, schools, hospitals, administrative and public 

buildings, roads, roofing, pools and even sarcophaguses for nuclear wastes etc. 

NAC is ideally suitable material for any kind of walling: exterior and interior, bearing and non-bearing. It 

is also used as filling and sealing concrete in steel frameworks, fire walls, as well as for the restoration 

and reconstruction of old buildings (thanks to its low weight and high sealing ability) or half-timbered 

houses (due to simple processing). NAC suits perfectly for all climatic zones including ever frost regions 

and sea shores. 

Advantages and Innovations 
• Compressive strength: 2-10 MPa 

• Specific gravity: 400-1200 g/cm3 

• Thermal insulation: 0,1 – 0,33 kW/m K 

• Soundproof opacity: (at 4 kHz) 35-50 

dB  

• Water absorption: 9% 

• Frost resistance: 200 cycles 

• Fire resistance (Din 4102): A1   

• Lifetime: unlimited 

• Ecofriendly 

• High sealing ability 

• Simple processing 

• The use of local materials and labor 

• Highly automated production or with 

hand workforce 

• Low cost and high profit margins: 300 – 

350 $ per sq.m. 

• (NAC) with high waterproof and frost 

resistance with close-cell structure can be used as: 

• Slab, blocks and walls for monolithic 

buildings of any architecture of standard and 

sophisticated design 

• Warm flooring 

• Walls insulation  

• Repair and recover material of load 

bearing capacity of ruined facade, wall stones and 

foundations 

• Sandwich-type of wall panels for large 

concrete panel construction 

• Durable, warm and waterproof roofing 

(30 years without repair) 

• Road platforms  

•  

 

 

Business   Offer 

 

 The company is looking for 

partnership for distribution services 

agreements, manufacturing agreements 

or joint venture agreements.  

The role of the partner within frames of: 

1. Distribution services 

agreements: distribution of building 

blocks from non-autoclaved aerated 

concrete and equipment for their 

production or acquisition of the 

equipment for production of building 

materials from non-autoclaved aerated 

concrete, use the manufactured goods for 

own purposes and providing a wide 

commercialization of the equipment at a 

domestic market. 

2. Manufacturing agreement: 

orders for production of building 

materials from non-autoclaved aerated 

concrete and transfer these orders to 

Russian partner. 

3. Joint venture agreement: 

host and launch of the house-building 

plant for production of building materials 

from non-autoclaved aerated concrete at 

the site of partner’s country and ensure 

its wide publicity and commercialization. 

 

 

 

Company Information 

  

   

 Industry SME 50-249  

 
 Year established: 2003 

 
 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:   Materials 
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  BORU20151206002  
 

 

Company Profile 
 
A Russian company develops and manufactures a wide variety of high-voltage wires and cables for power 

transmission lines: cables with composite core made of carbon and basalt fibers, wires from aluminum 

heat-resistant alloy, power cables with plastic insulation, cables for submersible pumps, coaxial cables for 

TV systems and others. The company is looking for distributors and offering manufacturing agreements. 

Products 
The Russian company, specializing in research in the field of energy transmission and production of 

cables and wires, was established in 2011. The company has modern equipment manufactured in Russia 

and produces wires for overhead power lines and wide diversity of various cables and wires of different 

functionality: power cables with plastic insulation,  power cables with impregnated paper insulation,  

power cables from cross-linked polyethylene, control cables with plastic insulation, bare wires, self-

supporting isolated wires, cables with mineral insulation,  wires and cables for geophysical work, 

transmitting wires with plastic insulation, connection wires for field work, cables for submersible electric 

pumps, coaxial cables for television systems, cables symmetrical twisted for digital communication 

systems (LAN), wires with composite core made of carbon and basalt fibers, wires made of heat-resistant 

aluminum alloy.  

Using the Russian products can be solved the following issues: increase the amount of electricity 

transmitted using the existing high-voltage lines; reduce the wire sagging and increase the distance 

between the supports upon the construction of new lines; prevent icing of power lines in areas with high 

humidity and during sudden temperature changes; increase the resistance of the wire to the high 

mechanical stress; ensure a high level of reliability of electric power transmission while minimizing the 

total investment in the construction and renovation of the lines. 

Russian company is looking for partnership in Europe and other Countries in the frames of distribution 

services agreement, manufacturing agreement.  

Advantages and Innovations 
1. Self-supporting insulated wires: 

• reliable work of power lines even when wires overlapping or trees falling are happened; 

• no ice formation on wires; 

• smaller width of the clearing in the forest; smaller wayside in the city; 

• makes it difficult to illegal connections for electricity theft; 

• eliminates bird deaths on power lines; 

• good readability of the alphanumeric labeling throughout the life of the wire due to applying 

dyes on the surface of warm extruded insulation, which ensures its readability; 

• carrying core is made of aluminum alloy of own production.  

2. Wires made of heat-resistant aluminum alloy: 

• high mechanical strength; 

• minimal electrical resistance; 

• high wind resistance and less pitching instability; 

• less chance of snow build-up; 

 

3. Wires with core made of carbon and basalt fibers (proprietary of developer) 

• higher  tensile strength of composite core vs steel core; 

• 3 times lighter than steel; 

• low coefficient of linear thermal expansion of the core and the wire as a whole; 

• high operating temperature up to 180 C. 

 

 

 

Business   Offer 

 

 

 Within the framework of distribution 

services agreement the Russian company 

will supply its products to foreign 

partners, which in turn must provide its 

promotion and commercialization in own 

country through the domestic markets, 

wholesalers, etc. Terms and conditions of 

the agreement will be discussed after the 

first contact with a partner. 

In the frames of the manufacturing 

agreement the Russian company will 

produce the products designated by the 

partner side, which can be used for 

partner’s needs. If necessary, the product 

customization can be done at the request 

of the foreign companies. Terms and 

conditions of the agreement will be 

discussed after the first contact with a 

partner. 

 

 

Company Information 

    

 

 Industry SME  50-249 

 
 Year established: 2011 

 

 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:  Energy 
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 TORU20151201003  
 

 

Company Profile 
 
The Moscow company dedicating to the production of new materials developed a technology for the 

creation of a basalt fibers, basalt composites and wide range of materials based on basalt composites of 

various functionality: reinforcing bars (rebars), masonry and road reinforcing meshes, sound insulating 

screens, light poles, containers for storage of toxic and poisonous liquids, small water vessels, etc. The 

company is looking for partnership for commercial agreements with technical assistance 

Products 

The world economy is an active process of replacement of traditional materials (steel, non-ferrous metals, 

ceramics, wood)  by polymer composites reinforced by different fibers, including glass and basalt ones. 

Design of composites for various functional purposes becomes increasingly important, especially for 

regions with specific climate conditions (in close proximity to marine areas, wetlands soils, large 

temperature changes, everfrost) and for aggressive environments. Investigations of the Russian company 

marketing department reveal that the technologies and the quality of basalt fibers production are very 

different around the world, and the diversity can be attributed to the variation in chemical composition of 

the basalt stones causing a strong dependence of the quality of the basalt fibers on the particular mining 

field. As the main advantage of the company vs other manufacturers is the company has access to a 

designated basalt field with known chemistry that ensures the production of basalt fibers and basalt-based 

composites of high quality with predictable properties. The company has developed technology to 

produce basalt fibers and basalt-based composites of the new generation of high-quality basalt-based 

materials with stable performance. 

The company is looking for partnership for commercial agreements with technical assistance, 

manufacturing agreements or joint venture agreements.  

 

 

Advantages and Innovations 
Advantages of composite materials based on basalt fibers in compare to metal ones: 

- no corrosion; 

- 3-5 times lighter; 

- 2 times stronger; 

- 100 times lower thermal conductivity; 

- high resistivity to aggressive environments: acids, alkalis, salt solutions; 

- nonmagnetic and dielectrics; 

- easy to carry and transport (light twisted coils); 

- does not become radioactive after irradiation; 

- resistant to negative temperatures down to -70° C. 

 

Advantages of basalt fibers vs glass fibers: 

- better resistance to chemical attack (by 3 times higher to alkali and 10 times higher to acids); 

- lower porosity and 5 times lower water absorbance; 

- higher temperature resistance.  
 

 

 

 

Technology  Offer 

 

 The role of the Partner within frames 

of: 

1. Commercial agreements with technical 

assistance: the partner has to acquire an 

equipment for production of basalt fibers 

and provide a wide commercialization of 

the equipment or manufactured goods at 

a domestic market. 

2. Manufacturing agreement: the partner 

has to acquire the goods from basalt-

based composites for its own purposes. 

3. Joint venture agreement: the partner 

will build and launch the plants for 

production of basalt fibers and basalt-

based materials at its own country and 

ensure its wide commercialization. 

 

 

Company Information 

    

 Industry SME 50-249 

 
 Year established: 2008 

 

 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:   Sustainable Construction 
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  BORU20151201009 
 

 

Company Profile 
 
The Russian company in partnership with one of the most famous building company in Russia, engaged in 

research in the field of light transport systems, manufactures light overhead monorail road and cars with 

"smart" design. The company is looking for European partners for distribution services agreement, 

manufacturing agreement or joint venture agreement. 

Products  
Russian company is engaged in research in the field of transport systems for over 10 years. The company 

as a member of the Skolkovo innovation center has participated in many exhibitions. The company 

employs PhD scientists in physics and mathematics and collaborates with leading jointly with Russian 

investment and construction organization the light overhead monorail road and cars with "smart" has been 

designed. The can perform in all climatic zones of Russia and can be used as: 

- main transport system for towns and cities; 

- addition to the metro system in big cities; 

- shuttle service between the airport terminals; 

- tourism (overhead runway goes to amusement and thematic parks providing connections 

between them); 

- creation of a unified transport network to railway stations, bus stations, airports and seaports; 

- connection the downtown with subway lines, light metro, public transport stations; 

- creation of transport communications system in major business centers, free economic zones, 

sports clusters; 

- the possibility of creating a public transportation system in unusual geological conditions, 

special environment. 

Main features of the system: 

Speed - 50 km per hour. 

Capacity of cars - 65 pass. (16 seats). 

Number of cars  -  4 . 

Carrying capacity - 10 000 pass./hour/ destination. 

Energy consumption - 100 W*hour/t*km. 

Input voltage - 10 kW, 50 Hz. 

Voltage on the trolleys - 0,4 kW, 50 Hz. 

Traction power supply voltage - 750 V. 

Control system - automated. 

Operation cycle - non-stop. 

Terms of use - all-weather. 

 

Advantages and Innovations 
High quality transportation services: 

• High speed. Just-in-time arrival. Flexible "smart" timetable. Travel comfort at a reasonable 

travel cost.  

The high degree of transport security:  The lack of overlap with ground transport. 

• Minimal impact weather track structure. 

• Full automation of traffic control. 

Low level of environmental impact: 

• The absence of atmospheric emissions. 

• Low noise (up to 65 dB at 15 meters). 

High investment efficiency of the project: 

• Efficient use of land. 

• Low costs for communications laying. 

• High rates of construction. 

Service life is over 150 years. 

Fully “smart” car: 

• Wi-fi internet. Alarm button. Bluetooth. Blocking of the doors and automatic windows 

squeezing. Places for disabled persons. Baby changing station. Collision avoiding system. Video 

sueveillance 

 

Business   Offer 

 The role of the partner within frames 

of: 

1. Distribution services agreement: 

partner will buy “smart” cars for light 

monorail and sell them or use at a 

domestic market. 

2. Manufacturing agreement: partner will 

find orders and send these orders back to 

Russian company to manufacture “smart” 

cars. 

3. Joint venture agreement: (a). 

Construction of the depot, production of 

the cars, their sales and maintenance. (b). 

Commercialization of "smart" cars at 

domestic market of the European partner. 
 

 

 

 

Company Information 

    

 

 

 Industry SME 50-249  

 
 Year established:  2002 

 

 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:   Automotive, Transport 

and Logistics 
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  BORU20160601003 
 

 

Company Profile 
 
A Russian company from Moscow region manufactures a range of functional food cocktails developed by 

nutritionists. One portion of cocktail corresponds to the full daily ration of food. Partners are sought under 

a distribution services agreement. 

Products  
The Russian company from Moscow was founded in 2014 and engaged in the production and sale of 

innovative food products from natural plant ingredients. Company has already achieved success in the 

regional market: the product of the company named as “Innovation of the year 2014” in the sphere of 

healthy food in Russia. The product is eco-friendly functional food cocktail made from mixture of fruits, 

plants and herbals.  A range of functional food cocktails developed by nutritionists from the Reborn 

Company under the guidance of renowned scientist Yakov Marshak in 2002. Doctor Mashak is a 

biochemist with 40 years of experience studying the relationship between the composition of food and 

mood swings. Based on his research a nutrition program was developed to optimize the holistic 

development of the healthy body and mind. The concentrate of  food lunch dishes for a vegetarian diet is 

made with all the requirements of the Ministry of health of the Russian Federation, tested on 

microbiological, radioactive, pesticide and other types of security.  

 

Advantages and Innovations 
• Named as “Innovation of the year 2014” in the sphere of healthy food in Russia; 

• 14 different flavors: blueberry, cherry, strawberry with banana, mango, black currant, mocha 

coffee, chocolate, green tea, vanilla, black chokeberry, white mushrooms and shiitake mushrooms, 

broccoli, gazpacho, mandarin. All cocktails are identical in composition, the difference is only in the 

berries, fruits or vegetables, which are added to give a specific taste; 

• Contains only natural ingredients (soy protein, flax flour, pine nuts, erythritol, lecithin, 

magnesium carbonate, apple pectin, fibregam, lactulose, vitamin premix, ginger, black pepper and others) 

of vegetable origin, produced by extraction at a temperature not higher than 48 degrees; 

• provides all the necessary vitamins (A, D3, E, K1, B1, B2, B3, B5, B6, B7, B9, B12, and C), 

macro and microelements; 

• does not contain sugar and harmful artificial sweeteners, GMOs, gluten or preservatives; 

• replaces a full breakfast, lunch or dinner; , 

• increases the energy level and reduces the risk of diseases; 

• promotes health of internal organs and optimizes all body systems (due to the fact that it 

comprises a complex of proteins, natural amino acids, fat acids, phospholipids, vitamins, minerals, 

substances essential for maintaining the health of the brain, eyes and nervous and cardiovascular systems); 

• improves the assimilation of other food, reduces the craving for snacking; 

• potential increase in the level of mental concentration; 

 

 

Business   Offer 

 The company is looking for 

distributors - suppliers to supermarkets, 

network pharmacies, health food shops 

who constantly will order the coctails. 

Preferred that the partner to participate in 

various sports events and healthy food 

exhibitions. 

 

 

 

 

Company Information 

    

 

 

 Industry SME 11-49  

 
 Year established:  2013 

 

 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:    Healthcare 
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  BRRU20160126003  
 

 
 
 

Company Profile 
 

A Russian company from Perm city specializing in delivering of 

armamentarium equipment (for the  physiotherapy, rehabilitation, occupational 

therapy) is asking for contact information of producers of medical equipment in 

Europe to conclude distribution services agreement. 

 

Products 

A Russian company from Perm region was established in 1988. Since that time 

the company has been working as a wholesaler and retailer of medical 

equipment, pharmaceutical and health care products of domestic and foreign 

origin. Nowadays the company specialized in provision of medical centres, 

installations and in support services of medical equipment and is interested in 

cooperation with manufacturers of medical equipment to conclude distribution 

services agreement.  

As the result the company plans to widen their list of equipment and customer 

base.  
 

Technical Specification or Expertise 

Sought 
 Medical equipment: diagnostic equipment, physiotherapy equipment, 

equipment for rehabilitation, occupational therapy equipments, sports 

medicine, slimming and beauty products, measurement and evaluation 

eguipments and other equipments. 

 

 

 

Business     Request 

 

 

 As the result the company plans to 

widen their list of equipment and 

customer base.  

 

 

 

 

Company Information 

    

 Industry SME 11-49  

 
 Year established:  1988 

 

 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:     Healthcare 
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                   BRRU20160118001 
 
 
 

Company Profile 
 

The Russian company specializes in drilling of water-supply wells. The 

company is interested in partnership with plants which produce drilling 

equipment and drilling rigs: hydraulic rotary drilling, automated drill rig, cable 

tool drilling. The company is ready to consider an offer to distribute drilling 

equipment in the Russian Federation under a distribution services agreement. 
 

Suppliers sought 

The Russian company from Perm region was established in 1998 and since that 

time the company has been specializing in drilling of water-supply wells. The 

company is interested in buying of water well drilling rigs. The company can 

consider an offer to represent products of foreign manufacturers of drilling 

equipment in Russia. From the date of foundation of the company more than 36 

000 wells more than 1 000 000 m deep were sunk. The company performs 

drilling operations Russia-wide and plans to entry into market of Russia's 

neighboring states.  
 

 

Technical 

Specification 

or Expertise Sought  

 

Requirements to drilling equipments and drilling installations: 

1. maximum drilling depth – 700 m. 

2. boring diameter– 500 mm. 

3. flotation of chassis of drilling rig – 6*6. 

4. maximum height of drilling rig – 4,1 m.  

5. completeness of drilling rig: availability of sludge pump; availability 

of compressor; availability of alternating current generator. 

Technical specifications in Russian are required. 

Delivery conditions will be discussed individually. 

Customer training may be necessary. 

  

 

Business     Request 

 

 

 

 The partners are sought for 

distribution services agreement. The 

company plans to distribute this 

equipment in Russia. A potential 

partner should deliver equipment of 

good quality and ensure on-time 

delivery. As a result of this cooperation 

the Russian company plans to widen its 

customer base. 

 

 

 
 

 

Company Information 

    

 

 Industry SME 50-249  

 
 Year established: 1998 

 

 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:    Energy 
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  BRRU20151207001 
 

 
 
 

Company Profile 
 

The Russian company specializes in the production of confectionery from 

cacao and other natural ingredients and is looking for partners for the purpose 

of procurement of raw materials for use in its own production under a 

manufacturing agreement. 
 

Suppliers sought 

The company from Penza region was founded in 2002. Over the years of 

successful work the company acquired its own manufacturing departments and 

warehouse premises. Today it is a modern enterprise, which produces 

confectionery products: marmalade and jelly beans according to European 

standards, uses modern kinds of packing. The range of fruit jelly products 

exceeds 120 titles. The company from Penza region is a participant of various 

Russian and international exhibitions such as: WorldFood Moscow 2014, 

Prodexpo, food week Kazakhstan, the results of which the company's products 

were awarded gold and silver awards. The company's products are known in 

more than 20 regions of Russia.  
 

 

Technical Specification or Expertise 

Sought
 

 

1) The scientific and technical partner possessing competences of Companies 

that produce or supply:  

- sugar,  

- gelatin, 

- agar, 

- syrup, 

- pectin, 

- citric acid, 

- lactic acid, 

- sorbic acid, 

- food flavorings, 

- food dyes, 

- apple puree, 

- sorbitol syrup. 

Terms of delivery and size of the consignments will be discussed additionally 

after the first contact. 

 

 

Business      Request 

 

 

 The company is looking for 

companies that produce or supply raw 

materials for confectionery production, 

for the purpose of acquiring for use in its 

own production. Such materials may 

include a variety of food additives: 

flavorings and colorants, gelling agents – 

pectin, agar, gelatin. Type of 

cooperation: manufacturing agreement. 

Expected result: regular deliveries of 

quality raw materials for use in 

production. 

 
 
 

 

Company Information 

    

 

 Industry SME 50-249  

 
 Year established: 2002 

 

 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:   Health food  
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  BRRU20160530001  
 

 
 
 

Company Profile 
 
The Russian company (Lipetsk region) active in the field of construction is looking for partners to 

implement under subcontracting the following activities: multilayer parking design, lifting equipment 

installation supervision, automotive payment system startup for three parking building in Lipetsk. 

 

Suppliers sought 
The Russian company from Lipetsk region specializing in civil and industrial objects building performs 

the full range of construction works, including design, metal constructions production and preparation 

works. At present, the company is engaged in the development of a residential compound in Lipetsk (4 

seventeen-floor houses are being built) and is looking for partners to provide subcontracting assistance in 

the building of a multi-storey car park, as part of the complex. It is planned under the project to build 

three 6-floor parking lots for 3.500 motor vehicles. 

  

The company is looking for subcontractors, who are able to help with the mechanical elements involved, 

including design of three 6-floor parking lots, installation and supervision of lifting equipment, 

installation of tracking, motion sensors, scanning systems and car lifting and removal mechanisms and to 

provide the company with necessary consultations concerning the operation of equipment. The 

engineering solution chosen must be economically justified and ensure the minimal price of one parking 

space (it might be freight elevators, platforms, robots, etc.) The additional expertise in the automotive 

payment system installation is an advantage. The company itself undertakes to build the frame assembly. 

The potential partner is SME or a large company working in the sphere of construction or lifting 

equipment manufacture with the experience of parking lots building. 

The result expected is three 6-floor parkings’ functioning, equipped with fully-automotive parking and 

payment systems and solution to the problem of parking space shortage. 

 

 

Business     Request 

 

 

 The partner should have the 

experience of automotive multilayer 

parking lots construction. It is needed to 

design the parking lots and equip them 

with lifting equipment. The experts of the 

partner company should have the 

expertise in the sphere of architecture, 

lifting equipment adjustment and 

software installation. It is an advantage 

should the partner is able to equip the 

parking lots with automotive payment 

system in English or Russian language. 

 

 
 
 

 

Company Information 

    

   Industry SME 11-49 

 

 Year established: 2015 

 

 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:   Sustainable Construction 
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                 BRRU20160516001 
 
 

Company Profile 
 
A Russian company specialized in distribution of new educational methodology and materials (non-

software) is looking for developers of such production in EU countries to adopt and sell the European 

products in Russia under a distribution services agreement. 

 

Suppliers sought 
The Russian company from the Republic of Mordovia specializes in distribution of new teaching 

methodology and materials. The company was founded in 2013 and has a current portfolio of over 10 pre-

school and elementary school projects based on perspective pedagogical methodology. The company has 

a 3-year history of adopting and promoting various educational materials to pre-school institutions in the 

Republic of Mordovia.  

The company is looking for EU partners with a known record of educational means and tools (non-

software) development in English, German, French and Hebrew: 1. Languages (English, German, 

French); 2. Biology; 3. Chemistry; 4. Mathematics; 5. Physics. 

Educational products (cubes&bricks, meccanos, card-games, posters, etc.) should be made of safe and 

environment-friendly materials and designed to help children in adoptation to school and form their key 

learning skills. These products will be applied in Russian public and private schools. 

 

Technical Specification or Expertise 

Sought 
 
The company is expecting business offers from potential partners in the EU to purchase, adopt and then 

distribute the products to the Russian pre-school institutions. The latter must meet the following 

requirements: 

1. Non-software or computer-based (books, posters, stickers, games, etc.), 

2. Develop children (aged 3-7) key learning skills and abilities (attention, logic, tactile perception, 

imagination, communication skills, etc.), 

4. Include game and entertainment components (card-games, meccanos, cubes, etc.), 

5. Help children's adoptation to school activities and subjects (e.g. language skills, arithmetic). 

The educational products must be made of safe and environment-friendly materials (the certification is 

necessary). All educational means must be accompanied by pedagogical methodology with a detailed 

annotation in Russian. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Business      Request 

 

 

 

 The company is interested in 

partnership with EU partner in the sphere 

of educational means and tools to 

cooperate under distribution services 

agreement. The expected result of 

cooperation is a purchase, adoption and 

distribution of educational products (non-

software) in Russia. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Company Information 

    

   Industry SME  <= 10 

 Year established: 2013 

 

 Language spoken: English 

 Sector:    Services and Retail 

 

 

 

 

  

 


